
Ideas to Celebrate RVT Month

SOCIAL MEDIA

When discussing RVT Month on social media, use the following hashtags so that the RVT provincial 
associations can easily share your posts and tweets:

 • #ProudlyRVT
 • #ThankanRVT
 • #RVTMonth
  • #WeAreRVTs
 • #AskForRVTs

Host a social media photo challenge! Encourage your clients to share photos of their pets with their 
favourite RVTs (which doubles as a way to collect photos that you may be able to use again in the 
future). Consider offering a prize to encourage your clients to get involved.

Need some fun facts and content to share during Need some fun facts and content to share during RVT Month on your social media feeds? Want to 
use an RVT Month profile picture or cover image? Check out the digital version of the RVT Month 
Kits through your provincial association. 

RVT OF THE WEEK

Do you have several RVTs on staff? Consider recognizing a different RVT each week during RVT 
Month on social media or in your reception area. Put up a picture of the RVT and tell your clients 
what makes that RVT so unique. 

MAKE THEM FEEL APPRECIMAKE THEM FEEL APPRECIATED

Few things mean more to an RVT than having the respect of the DVMs and employers they work 
for. Show your RVTs how much you appreciate them by making them feel special:

 • Instead of having them decorate the clinic for RVT Month, decorate it for them!
 • Have clients create little notes for your RVTs and post them all on a “Thank You Board” or wall
 • Treat them to lunch or coffee…or even a massage!
 • Pay for a CE event for your RVT to attend. They get a CE event paid for, and you get an RVT   
    advancing their education and skills. It’s a win-win.
 • Collect donations for their favourite charity

The 2019 RVT Month Kit has supplies to help you decorate your 
workplace and celebrate RVT Month, but you may be looking for other 
ways to promote and recognize the RVTs you have on staff. 

Here are some different ideas for you to consider:


